Progressive histopathological changes and β-cell loss in the pancreas of a new spontaneous rat model of type 2 diabetes.
The eSMT rat is a new spontaneous model of type 2 diabetes that develops a progressive diabetic syndrome with a stronger incidence in males than in females. We decide to investigate the progression of the pancreatic histopathological changes during the lifespan of the eSMT rat, especially those associated with islet cell populations. Besides that, some plasmatic parameters were evaluated in order to correlate them with the morphological findings. Male eSMT and Sprague-Dawley control rats were used. The results showed a dramatic decrease of the volume density (VD) of endocrine tissue in the eSMT rats without evidence of insulitis. Islets became fragmented structures with strong presence of interstitial fibrosis. Consequently, plasma insulin levels showed a significant decrease, while plasma glucose, cholesterol and triglyceride levels were increased. Normal rats showed no significant changes in the VD of endocrine tissue, except for the older animals, where the VD of β-cell population was increased. Early derangements observed in islets, together with the progressive decrease of endocrine tissue and the metabolic disorders described, would be responsible for an irreversible pathologic condition which avoids the animal survival beyond about 18 months of age. However, there is still a need to investigate the causes of endocrine tissue decrease and its possible association with an inflammatory process that it could be associated with the development and progression of fibrosis.